Performance Notes: 'I Wanna Be Your Lover' 

Prince was a colossal talent that has left us too soon. I didn't know what to do when I heard the news so I just blasted his albums and decided to transcribe my favourite track of his. 
'I Wanna Be Your Lover' is off his 1979 album 'Prince'. The album was written, arranged, composed, produced and performed entirely by Prince, (yes even the drums). 
Not bad for a 21-year-old! 
The music is great, tight and funky as always but check out that vocal range..... I mean whaaaaat?!? 
RIP Prince.

1. Our trusty friend 'Rock Beat #1 is back! 
It is far more important than that pesky double kick lick you've been working on for 2 years. 
Make your Money Beat sound like a million dollars like Prince does. No flamming, TIGHT like a tiger!

Drum Set

2. Look at how Prince fills. It's not a fill. It's a variation of the GROOVE. Groove is King. No 16ths or sloppy subdivisions that aren't part of the groove. Playing for the song. Adding momentum.

Curt Bisquera (Ex Prince Drummer) said that Prince played these songs better than he did. 
Curt is a humble guy and sensational session drummer.

Prince was not a 'Drummer', he was a 'Musician'. Please study the musical choices he makes in this song and let them absorb into your groove playing. Always, always, ALWAYS play for the song.

GOOD LUCK!